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Preliminary Programme






Saturday 12 June 2010
12:00-12:30	Welcome and lunch PhD Workshop (Nelva Hotel: http://www.hotelmurcianelva.com/)
12:30-18:30	PhD WorkshopNelva Hotel
20:00	Dinner for PhD workshop (Nelva Hotel)

Sunday 13 June 2010
09:00-13:00	PhD Workshop (Nelva Hotel)
13:00-14:00	Lunch PhD Workshop & Organizing Committee (separate locations at Nelva Hotel!)
14:00-17:00	Organizing Committee meeting Nelva Hotel – Mediodía Room
18:00-20:00	Registration Nelva Hotel 
20.00	Busses to El Real Casino (C/Trapería nº 22, Murcia)
20:15-22:00	Welcome reception at El Real Casino
22.00	Busses from El Real Casino to Nelva Hotel









Monday 14 June 2010
Conference day 1 
8.00	Busses to Economic and Business School (Campus de Espinardo)
08:15-08:45	RegistrationEconomic and Business School
08:45-09:30	Opening & Welcome Economic and Business School Auditorium
09:30-11:00	Keynote address Economic and Business School Auditorium
11:00-11:30	Coffee break (Economic and Business School)
11:30-13:00	Parallel sessions
	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room
	Theme AORGANIZING FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT	Theme CPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY & PERFORMANCE	Theme CPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY & PERFORMANCE	Theme ECREATIVITY AND DESIGN MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS PERFORMANCE	Theme FPRODUCT INNOVATION IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT	Theme KMARKETING, USERS AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT	Theme HRADICAL PRODUCT INNOVATION	Theme IPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS	Theme OTEACHING INNOVATION AND NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
									
	KAHN KENNETH , GLORIA BARCZAK, ANN LEDWITH, HELEN PERKS, JOHN NICHOLASPOOR, BETTER, GOOD, AND BEST NPD PRACTICES: A COMPARISON OF PRACTITIONERS FROM THE US, UK, AND IRELAND	VAN OORSCHOT KIM, FRED LANGERAK, KISHORE SENGUPTAESCALATION, DE-ESCALATION OR REFORMULATION OF COMMITMENT: EFFECTIVE INTERVENTIONS IN DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS THAT RUN BEHIND SCHEDULE	MOLINA-CASTILLO FRANCISCO-JOSE, MIKE STANKODEVELOPMENT SPEED FOR INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS: BLESSING OR CURSE?	ANDRIES PETRA, DIRK CZARNITZKITHE CONTRIBUTION OF CEOS/MANAGERS’ VERSUS EMPLOYEES’ IDEAS TO THE INNOVATIVE PERFORMANCE OF SMALL FIRMS	LEVIE JONATHANCONSUMER AND ORGANIZATIONAL RECEPTIVITY TO INNOVATIONS: THE EFFECT OF NATIONAL CULTURE AND INDIVIDUAL DEMOGRAPHICS	SCHUHMACHER MONIKA, SABINE KUESTERLEVERAGING CUSTOMER KNOWLEDGE FOR NEW PRODUCTS IN B2C: DRIVERS AND PERFORMANCE IMPLICATIONS	ARNOUX FRÉDÉRIC, MATHIAS BEJEANSTRATEGIES FOR BUILDING RADICAL INNOVATION POTENTIAL: EXPLORING THE ROLE OF COLLABORATIVE CREATIVE DESIGN METHODS	ELING KATRIN, FRED LANGERAKA STAGE-WISE APPROACH TO ACCELERATING PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: THE ROLE OF THE FUZZY FRONT END	BAXTER DAVID, KEITH GOFFIN, MAREK SZWEJCZEWSKI, ALAN COUSENS, CHRIS VAN DER HOVENTACIT KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT IN A NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT TEACHING SIMULATION
	CARBONELL PILAR, ANA I. RODRIGUEZ-ESCUDEROCONTROL SYSTEMS, ROLE STRESS AND THE JOB SATISFACTION OF NPD TEAMS: THE MODERATING ROLE OF PARTICIPATIVE DECISION-MAKING	CEDERGREN STEFAN, ANDERS WALL, CHRISTER NORSTRÖMCHALLENGES IN EVALUATING PERFORMANCE IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT	RESAK KATHRIN, FLOORTJE BLINDENBACH-DRIESSENTHE EFFECTS OF SEPARATION AND INTEGRATION MECHANISMS ON THE KIND OF EXPLORATION - EXPLOITATION RELATIONSHIP IN R&D ORGANIZATIONS	BELTAGUI AHMAD, MARINA CANDI, JOHANN C K H RIEDELEXPERIENCE STAGING AS A MEANS TO GAIN NEW SERVICE SUCCESS	SØBERG PEDER VENG, SIGVALD HARRYSONHOW REVERSE R&D KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER FROM FOREIGN INVESTED R&D IN EMERGING MARKETS CAN DRIVE GLOBAL INNOVATION PERFORMANCE	SZWEJCZEWSKI MAREK, KEITH GOFFIN, HELEN BRUCEIDENTIFYING CUSTOMERS' HIDDEN NEEDS: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY	BROWN INGI, PASCAL LE MASSON, BENOÎT WEILCOLLABORATIVE DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION SUCCESS: THE CRITICAL ROLE OF DOMAIN-CHALLENGING COMMON MEANING	FISCHER MARTIN, HOLGER ERNST, JAMES G. CONLEYANTECEDENTS OF INTEGRATING PATENT MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES INTO NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS	UNNAVA VASUAN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR CURRENT PRACTICES OF TEACHING INNOVATIONS AND NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
	CHIARONI DAVIDE, LORENZO BOSCHERINI, VITTORIO CHIESA, FEDERICO FRATTINIBALANCING CLOSED AND OPEN INNOVATION: AN EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS ON THE ROLE OF ORGANIZATIONAL AMBIDEXTERITY	CESARONI FABRIZIO, ARDAN AVAGYAN GOKHAN YILDIRIMGREEN PRODUCTS, GREEN MARKETING AND THEIR IMPACT ON FIRMS’ PERFORMANCE	RODRIGUEZ PINTO JAVIER, CARMEN ABRIL, MARTIN BOEHMINVESTIGATING ENTRY TIMING AND SCALE EFFECTS IN NEW PRODUCT PERFORMANCE IN THE CONTEXT OF NATIONAL VS. STORE BRANDS COMPETITION	CANDI MARINAWHERE DOES DESIGN CONTRIBUTE? THE CONTRIBUTION OF DESIGN TO THE PHASES OF NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT	VÁZQUEZ VICENTE XOSÉ H., CASAL DA VILA ALBERTO, VIÑAS FERNANDEZ DIEGOCONCURRENT ENGINEERING IN TECHNOLOGICALLY MATURE INDUSTRIES: THE CASE OF INDITEX	TÖLLNER ALKE, MAIKE JOCKISCH, HARTMUT H. HOLZMÜLLERTHE ROLE OF MULTIPLE STAKEHOLDERS FOR DEFINING SOLUTION REQUIREMENTS – A QUALITATIVE EXPLORATION	BÉJEAN MATHIAS, BLANCHE SEGRESTIN, BENOÎT WEILPREPARING INDUSTRY ECOSYSTEMS FOR THE FUTURE: INSIGHTS FROM A CASE STUDY OF FRENCH SPACE NATIONAL AGENCY	TERZI SERGIO, MARCO TAISCH, DONATELLA CORTI, FRANCESCA POZZI, ENTRIS KERGAPERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM FOR A LEAN-ORIENTED NPD PROCESS	DAVID BAXTER, KEITH GOFFIN, MAREK SZWEJCZEWSKI,  URSULA KONERSTACIT KNOWLEDGE AND SITUATED PRACTICE IN NPD: AN IN-DEPTH CASE STUDY
13:00-14:00	Lunch (Economic and Business School)
14:00-15:30	Parallel sessions
	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room
	Theme AORGANIZING FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT	Theme CPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY & PERFORMANCE	Theme CPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY & PERFORMANCE	Theme DLEADERSHIP AND CREATIVITY IN PD	Theme ECREATIVITY AND DESIGN MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS PERFORMANCE	Theme GNETWORKS AND ALLIANCES IN PD	Theme HRADICAL PRODUCT INNOVATION	Theme IPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS	Theme JPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IN SERVICES AND SOFTWARE
									
	CANTARELLO SILVIA, ROBERTO FILIPPINI, ANNA NOSELLALINKING HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AND CUSTOMER SATISFACTION ON PRODUCT QUALITY	CHARTERINA JON, RICARDO MARTÍNEZ, SANTA MARÍA, ANDRÉS ARAUJO DE LA MATATHE MODERATING EFFECTS OF COMPANY SIZE, TECHNOLOGICAL LEVEL AND SUBCONTRACTOR CHARACTER ON THE LINKS BETWEEN INNOVATIVE CAPABILITIES AND COMPETITIVENESS. EVIDENCE FROM MANUFACTURING FIRMS	SCHÖNROK JOHANNA, CLAUDIA REICHL, KATRIN TALKETHE ROLE OF STAKEHOLDER INTERACTION FOR SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHING NEW PRODUCTS INTERNATIONALLY	ANDERSSON HANSLEVERAGING INVENTORS' SKILLS FOR EXPLOITATIVE AND EXPLORATIVE PURPOSES IN LARGE FIRMS' R&D DEPARTMENTS	CAROLINA LOPEZ NICOLAS, ÁNGEL L. MEROÑO-CERDÁNDOES KM STRATEGY MAKE ANY DIFFERENCE ON PERFORMANCE AND CREATIVITY?	KLIOUTCH IRINA, JENS LEKERSUPPLIER INTEGRATION IN THE NPD PROCESS: NEW INSIGHTS FROM THE SUPPLIER’S PERSPECTIVE	BROOKING ANNIETHE VOID AND THE CHASM: PLANNING AND DEVELOPING PRODUCTS THAT USE DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY	HAMMEDI WAFAVAN, RIEL ALLARD, SASOVOVA ZUZANAIMPROVING THE NEW PRODUCTS SCREENING DECISION-MAKING PERFORMANCE: THE ROLE OF SCREENING COMMITTEE’S INTELLIGENCE	SANTOS VIJANDE MARIA LETICIA, CELINA GONZÁLEZ-MIERES, JOSÉ ÁNGEL LÓPEZ-SÁNCHEZKIBS’ INNOVATIVE CULTURE, INNOVATION RATE AND PERFORMANCE: THE MEDIATING ROLE OF CULTURAL APPRAISAL OF CUSTOMER AND FIRST- LINE EMPLOYEES AS CO-PRODUCERS
	KARLSSON CHRISTER, MARTIN SKÖLDTYPES AND CHARACERISTICS OF PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS	CHRISTIANSEN JOHN K. CLAUS VARNES, RIKKE BAKKEJORDTIPPING POINTS IN ACTION: THE FLUX OF BUSINESS MODELS	SEGOVIA LOPEZ CRISTINA, MIGUEL HERNÁNDEZ-ESPALLARDO, MANUEL SÁNCHEZ PÉREZUNDERSTANDING EXPLOITATION-EXPLORATION INNOVATION STRATEGIES: EFFECTS OF INTERORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING AND ENVIRONMENT TURBULENCE	HOELZLE KATHARINA, MARTINA N. MANSFELD, HANS GEORG GEMÜNDENMOTIVATION AND COMMITMENT IN INNOVATION MANAGEMENT – PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF INNOVATORS	CARREIRA RUI, LIA PATRÍCIO, RENATO NATAL, ANTÓNIO TORRES MARQUES, CHRIS MAGEEINCORPORATING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS IN NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: UNDERSTANDING BUS TRAVEL EXPERIENCES	FRATTINI FEDERICO, CLAUDIO DELL'ERA, ANDREA RANGONEEXPLORING THE ROLE OF SUPPLY-SIDE FACTORS IN THE SURVIVAL OF INNOVATIONS: A LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS OF THE ITALIAN MOBILE VAS INDUSTRY	BAUWEN GUY, SUSAN HARTMARKET AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITIES FOR RADICAL VENTURES IN CRISIS TIME	KASTENSSON ÅSA, ANDREAS LARSSON, ÅSA ERICSO
EMBRACING RISK TO PURSUE PRODUCT INNOVATION IN AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY	SCHULTZ CARSTEN, ALEXANDER KOCK, SOEREN SALOMOWHAT IS REALLY DIFFERENT IN SERVICE INNOVATION? THE IMPORTANCE OF PROCESS FORMALIZATION
	KOK ROBERT, PAUL LIGTHART, LUCINDE KLOPEFFECTS OF ORGANIZATIONAL WORKFORCE FLEXIBILITY ON PRODUCT INNOVATION OUTCOMES	VOLLMOELLER JUDITH, HOLGER ERNST, DEAN SHEPHERDDECIDING TO EXPLOIT: THE PROJECT, THE PORTFOLIO, AND THE PERSON	TALKE KATRIN, SOREN SALOMO, KATJA ROSTHOW TOP MANAGEMENT TEAM DIVERSITY AFFECTS FIRM INNOVATIVENESS AND PERFORMANCE VIA THE STRATEGIC CHOICE TO FOCUS ON INNOVATION FIELDS	KÖLLING MARCUS, JESSICA SCHELER, ANNE-KATRIN NEYER, KATHRIN M. MÖSLEINSHEDDING LIGHT ON INNOVATION OPPONENTS: BARRIERS OR ENABLERS FOR SERVICE INNOVATION?	COBLENCE EMMANUEL, BLANCHE SEGRESTINMANAGING DESIGN SPACE EXTENSION: LESSONS FROM THE LOUVRE	CLARKE ANN HOJBJERG, PIA STORVANGHOW CAN YOU INVOLVE USERS WHEN YOU DO NOT KNOW WHO THEY ARE?	COLOMBO GABRIELE, TOMMASO BUGANZA ALAN MACCORMACKEFFECTS OF TECHNOLOGICAL DISCONTINUITY: WHEN THE INCUMBENTS DON’T FALL	MARTINSUO MIIA, JARNO POSKELAUSE OF EVALUATION CRITERIA AND INNOVATION PERFORMANCE IN THE FRONT END OF INNOVATION	OZDEMIR SENA, JAY MITRAEXPLORING THE ANATOMY OF NSD: AN ANALYSIS INTO THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNET BANKING SERVICES IN THE RETAIL BANKING INDUSTRY
15:30-16:00	Coffee break (Economic and Business School)
16:00-17:30	Parallel sessions
	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room
	Theme AORGANIZING FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT	Theme CPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY & PERFORMANCE	Theme CPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY & PERFORMANCE	Theme DLEADERSHIP AND CREATIVITY IN PD	Theme ECREATIVITY AND DESIGN MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS PERFORMANCE	Theme GNETWORKS AND ALLIANCES IN PD	Theme HRADICAL PRODUCT INNOVATION	Theme IPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS	Theme KMARKETING, USERS AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
									
	LAUGEN BJØRGE TIMENES, NURAN ACUR, HARRY BOERHOW DO DIFFERENT COORDINATION MECHANISMS BETWEEN NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURING INFLUENCE FIRM PERFORMANCE?	TANEV STOYAN, EDY FERREIRA, TONY BAILETTIAN EMPRICAL STUDY OF OPEN SOURCE HARDWARE BUSINESS MODELS AND MARKET OFFERS	CONTRI ANNA MARIA, FEDERICO FRATTINI, PAOLO MACCARRONECSR-DRIVEN INNOVATION: TOWARD AN INTERPRETATIVE FRAMEWORK AND A THEORY	KRATZER JAN, KATHARINA HOELZLE, HANS G. GEMUENDENHOW MUCH CHAMPIONSHIP CAN NPD TEAMS BEAR? THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CHAMPION ROLES AND CREATIVE PERFORMANCE	DELL'ERA CLAUDIO, ROBERTO VERGANTIDIFFUSION PROCESSES OF PRODUCT MEANINGS IN DESIGN-INTENSIVE INDUSTRIES: DETERMINANTS AND DYNAMICS	KNOCKAERT MIRJAM , ANDRÉ SPITHOVENTHE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY INTERMEDIARIES IN ENHANCING INNOVATION SPEED	NICHOLAS JOHN, ANN LEDWITH, JOHN BESSANTSEARCH STRATEGIES FOR DISCONTINUOUS AND RADICAL INNOVATION IN ESTABLISHED COMPANIES	MEDEIROS ALBERTINA, SILENE SEIBEL, RENATO N. JORGE, ANTÓNIO AUGUSTO FERNANDESAPPLYING LEAN INITIATIVES TO FURNITURE INDUSTRY PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT	JANSSEN KAREN, BEN DANKBAARPROACTIVE CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT TO SUPPORT RADICAL PRODUCT INNOVATION: MULTIDISCIPLINARY INTERACTION IN AN ONLINE COMMUNITY
	MOLINA-CASTILLO FRANCISCO-JOSE, HERNANDEZ-ESPALLARDO MIGUEL, RODRIGUEZ-OREJUELA, AUGUSTOLEARNING PROCESSES, THEIR IMPACT ON PERFORMANCE AND THE MODERATING ROLE OF INNOVATION RADICALNESS	BATTISTELLA CINZIA, ALBERTO F. DE TONI, FABIO NONINOOPEN ENTERPRISE: HOW GRATIS AND REPUTATION FOSTER INNOVATION	DE VISSER MATTHIAS, DRIES FAEMSTOWARD A DYNAMIC PERSPECTIVE ON EXPLORATIVE AND EXPLOITATIVE INNOVATION ACTIVITIES: A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF INNOVATION IN THE WIND BLADE INDUSTRY	MORENO-MOYA MARÍA, FRANCISCO JOSÉ MOLINA CASTILLO ENTREPRENEURIAL ORIENTATION AND MARKET PERFORMANCE: THE MEDIATING ROLE OF CREATIVITY AND SPEED TO MARKET	FILIPPETTI ANDREAHARNESSING THE ‘ESSENTIAL TENSION’ OF DESIGN: THE COMPLEX RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FIRM AND DESIGNER CONSULTANTS	BIANCHI MATTIA PAOLO, JOSE LEJARRAGAEXPLORING LICENSING PERFORMANCE THROUGH A CAPABILITIES APPROACH: EVIDENCE FROM SPANISH MANUFACTURING SECTORS	REID SUSAN, DEBORAH ROBERTSTECHNOLOGY VISION: A CONSTRUCT DEVELOPMENT	MURPHY EVAN, ANN LEDWITHSCHEDULING ITERATION IN COMPLEX NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS: A COMPARISON OF METHODS	CARBONELL PILAR, ANA I. RODRIGUEZ-ESCUDERO, ASHISH PUJARIPERFORMANCE EFFECTS OF INVOLVING LEADING-EDGE USERS AND CLOSE CUSTOMERS IN NEW SERVICE DEVELOPMENT


CHRYSOS PARIS, AKIN KAZAKCI, PHILLIPE LEFEBVREOPEN PRODUCTS: A STUDY ON THE OPEN PARTITION OF WEB 2.0 PLATFORMS	DURMUSOGLU SERDAR, REGINA C. MCNALLYTHE MODERATING ROLE OF COLLABORATIVE CONFLICT HANDLING BEHAVIORS IN NEW PRODUCT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT	VAN DER HOVEN CHRIS, DAVID PROBERT, ROBERT PHAAL ORGANISATIONAL CONTEXT AND THE ROLE OF THE CTO	HEDEMANN LARS, GERDA GEMSER, KATRIN TALKEINNOVATIVE OR IMITATIVE DESIGN FOR NPD PERFORMANCE: EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE FROM THE DANISH FURNITURE INDUSTRY	BRATTSTRÖM ANNA, ANDERS RICHTNÉRFOSTER TRUST WITHOUT LOOSING CONTROL: PLAYING GOOD COP-BAD COP IN NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT RELATIONSHIPS	WALLIN JOHANNA, OLA ISAKSSON, ANDREAS LARSSON, TOBIAS LARSSONMEASURING INNOVATION CAPABILITY IN TECHNOLOGY-FOCUSED DEVELOPMENT	RUNDQUIST JONAS, KAI HOLZWEISSIGFACTORS AFFECTING ORGANIZATIONAL ACCEPTANCE OF FORMAL NPD PROCESSES	MAHR DOMINIK, ANNOUK LIEVENSVIRTUAL LEAD USER COMMUNITIES – DRIVERS OF VALUE CREATION FOR SERVICE INNOVATIONS
17:30	Busses to Nelva Hotel
20:00	Concert at Nelva Hotel, Agrupación Musical
21.00	Dinner at Nelva Hotel



Tuesday 15 June 2010
Conference day 2
8.00	Busses to Business Faculty
08:30-10:00	Parallel sessions
	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room
	Theme AORGANIZING FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT	Theme BKNOWLEDGE AND IT RESOURCES IN PD	Theme CPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY & PERFORMANCE	Theme ECREATIVITY AND DESIGN MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS PERFORMANCE	Theme GNETWORKS AND ALLIANCES IN PD	Theme IPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS	Theme KMARKETING, USERS AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT	Theme NOPEN INNOVATION- PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IN COMMUNITIES
								
	PETERSEN TANJA, KATHARINA HÖLZLE, HANS GEORG GEMÜNDENOVERCOMING BARRIERS TO INNOVATION - DETERMINANTS OF INNOVATORS’ BEHAVIOR	ALFREDSON LUDVIG, BJÖRN SÖDERBERG, MAGNUS PERSSONKNOWLEDGE TRANSFER – THE LEAN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVE	FELK YACINE, PASCAL LE MASSON, BENOIT WEIL, PATRICK COGEZADVANCED R&D FOR PRE-POSITIONING STRATEGIES: THE ECONOMICS OF PLATFORM-SHIFT IN HIGH TECHNOLOGICAL VELOCITY ENVIRONMENTS	KARLSSON MARIANNE 	, ANNA YSTRÖMDESIGN THINKING - NOT! A STUDY OF THE PERCEPTION AND USE OF INDUSTRIAL DESIGN IN SWEDISH SMES.	BSTIELER LUDWIG, MARTIN HEMMERTRELATIONAL CONTRACTING, IP POLICIES, AND TRUST FORMATION IN UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY COLLABORATIONS IN THE US BIOTECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY	SCHMITT PHILIPP, SCHULZE ANJA, HEINZEN MAREIKE, MAYRL PHILIPP, HELLER DANIEL, BOUTELLIER ROMANPURSUING EFFICIENCY IN SUPPLIERS’ NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: IS VALUE STREAM MAPPING ONLY FOR OEMS?	MOLINA-CASTILLO FRANCISCO-JOSE, LOPEZ-NICOLAS CAROLINA, SOTO-ACOSTA PEDROIS IT REALLY IMPORTANT TO ADVERTISE QUALITY FOR INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS ON THE INTERNET?	BATTISTELLA CINZIA, GIANLUCA BIOTTO, ALBERTO F. DE TONIAN AGORÁ FOR COLLECTIVE INNOVATION: DESIGNING A DYNAMIC WEB-BASED PLATFORM FOR COMMUNITIES
	RESE ALEXANDRA, NICOLAI SAND, DANIEL BAIERGROUP IDENTITY AND GROUP INTERACTION IN INNOVATION NETWORKS	ANDRIES PETRA, ANNELIES WASTYNINNOVATION-ENHANCING AND COST-INCREASING EFFECTS OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THE FIRM	KANDEMIR DESTAN, NURAN ACUR, PETRA C. DE WEERD-NEDERHOF, MICHAEL SONGTHE EXPLORATION OF NPD AND MARKETING ROLES IN STRATEGIC FLEXIBILITY	LUCHS MICHAEL, K. SCOTT SWANTHE EMERGENCE OF PRODUCT DESIGN AS A FIELD OF MARKETING INQUIRY	CHARTERINA JONGOVERNANCE MECHANISMS, DYADIC VALUE-CREATION CAPABILITIES AND THEIR JOINT EFFECT ON INDUSTRIAL PRODUCT INNOVATIONS	SCHULTHESS MARC, CHRISTIAN LÜTHJESUPPORTING THE IDENTIFICATION OF INVENTIVE ANALOGIES IN NEW PRODUCT IDEATION	MOSES ANNA,  LISE AABOENTOWARDS AN IMPROVEMENT OF THE DIFFERENTIATED POSITION OF SINGULAR PRODUCT DEVELOPERS	BIANCHI MATTIA PAOLO, ALBERTO DI MININ, FEDERICO FRATTINI, JOSÉ LEJARRAGATURNING EXTERNAL TECHNOLOGY INTO NEW PRODUCTS: THE MODERATING ROLES OF ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY AND EXPERIENCE
	RIJSDIJK SERGE, JAN VAN DEN ENDECONTROL COMBINATIONS IN NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS	AVENALI ALESSANDRO, GIORGIO MATTEUCCI, FABIO NONINOOPEN SOFTWARE/HARDWARE & INNOVATION PLATFORMS: HOW DIFFERENT FORMS OF MOTIVATION PROMOTE COLLABORATION	KESTER LINDA, ABBIE GRIFFIN, ERIK JAN HULTINKAN EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION INTO PORTFOLIO DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES	MACIVER FIONA, AIDAN O'DRISCOLLCONSULTANCY DESIGNER INVOLVEMENT IN NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: MAPPING A NOVEL DESIGN LEADERSHIP PROCESS	COGEZ PATRICK, PASCAL LE MASSON, BENOÎT WEILTHE MANAGEMENT OF A NEW COMMON GOODS FOR COLLECTIVE GROWTH IN ECOSYSTEMS: ROADMAPPING FOR DISRUPTIVE INNOVATION IN SEMICONDUCTOR INDUSTRY	FLORES LAURENTADAPTIVE CONCEPT SCREENING (ACS): AN ALTERNATIVE TO TRADITIONAL CONCEPT SCREENING METHODS	PALAZON MARIOLA, MARIA SICILIA, HANNAH CHANGTHE ROLE OF ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKS IN THE DIFFUSION OF INNOVATIONS	EDOFF PETRA, CHRISTER NORSTRÖMIMPLEMENTING OPEN INNOVATION – IN COLLABORATIVE FLEXIBLE TEAM FORMATIONS
10:00-10:30	Coffee break (Economic and Business School)
10:30-12:00	Parallel sessions
	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room
	Theme AORGANIZING FOR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT	Theme BKNOWLEDGE AND IT RESOURCES IN PD	Theme CPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY & PERFORMANCE	Theme ECREATIVITY AND DESIGN MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS PERFORMANCE	Theme GNETWORKS AND ALLIANCES IN PD	Theme JPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IN SERVICES AND SOFTWARE	Theme KMARKETING, USERS AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT	Theme MPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IN SME	Theme NOPEN INNOVATION- PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IN COMMUNITIES
									
	ROHAERT SARAH, RUDY MARTENS, JORIS VERGEESTAN INTEGRATIVE MULTI-DISCIPLINARY KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT APPROACH FOR SMALL NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT TEAMS	DA MOTA PEDROSA ALEX, CLAUDIA JASMAND, ASTRID HEIDEMANN LASSEN, BJØRGE T. LAUGENDEVELOPMENT OF A MEASUREMENT SCALE FOR ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY AT THE INDIVIDUAL LEVEL	PRAEST KNUDSEN METTE, WOLFGANG GERSTLBERGER, IAN STAMPE BALANCING PRODUCT INNOVATION AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY FOR PRODUCTION - A NEW MANAGERIAL AGENDA?	SARMENTO LOPES TERESA, LIA PATRICIOMOBILE USERS AND SERVICE EXPERIENCE DEVELOPERS - EXPLORATORY STUDY	GROSSE KATHOEFER DAVID, BENJAMIN NIEDERGASSEL, JENS LEKER SELLING YOUR SOUL OR THIRD ACADEMIC MISSION? - THE WILLINGNESS OF ACADEMIC SCIENTISTS TO COMMERCIALIZE THEIR RESEARCH	CAMPANERUT MATTEO, ALBERTO F. DE TONIMANAGING DESIGN FOR SIX SIGMA IN NEW SERVICE DEVELOPMENT: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY	LOPEZ MANUELA, MARIA SICILIAHOW E-WOM CONTRIBUTES TO NEW PRODUCT ADOPTION. A TEST FOR COMPARATIVE COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES	COLOMBO GABRIELE, TOMMASO BUGANZA, PAOLO LANDONI, ROBERTO VERGANTIHOW SMES CAN CLIMB THE IVORY TOWER: EVIDENCE FROM ITALY	FREY KARSTEN, CHRISTIAN LÜTHJEEACH FOR ALL AND ALL FOR EACH! EXPLAINING THE ANTECEDENTS AND CONSEQUENCES OF INTERACTION QUALITY IN VIRTUAL END USER COMMUNITIES
	SMULDERS FRIDOEXPLORATION-EXPLOITATION: REDIRECTING THE DISCUSSION	ZETTINIG PETER, BIRGITTA SANDBERGRADICAL PRODUCT INNOVATION AS MINDSET TO TRANSFER DYNAMIC ENTREPRENEURIAL CAPABILITIES TO NEW INDUSTRIES	LAAR MARTIJN, HENRY ROBBENMANAGING CHRISTMAS TREES - ANTECEDENTS AND PERFORMANCE CONSEQUENCES OF PRODUCT PROLIFERATION IN MANUFACTURING FIRMS	SWAN K. SCOTT, CHARLES H. NOBLECOMPETING THROUGH DESIGN: A MEASURE AND MODEL OF DESIGN ORIENTATION	AXELSON MATTIASTRANSFERRING KNOWLEDGE IN COLLABORATION ON ARCHITECTURAL INNOVATION	SALOMO SOEREN, CARSTEN SCHULTZ, BETTINA ZIPPEL-SCHULTZ, KATRIN SALOMOHOW HOSPITAL INNOVATION PORTFOLIOS EVOLVE FROM EMPLOYEE’ IMPULSES	HEIDENREICH SVEN, KATRIN TALKEPASSIVE RESISTANCE TO INNOVATIONS – INTEGRATING REISTANCE TO CHANGE IN INNOVATION-DECISION MODELS	DE MASSIS ALFREDO, LUCIO CASSIA, EMANUELE PIZZURNONEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IN FAMILY VS. NON-FAMILY BUSINESSES: AN EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATION IN THE ITALIAN LANDSCAPE	FREY KARSTEN, SIMON HAAG, CHRISTIAN LÜTHJEWHOM TO ATTRACT WHEN BUILDING INNOVATION COMMUNITIES? THE IMPORTANCE OF KNOWLEDGE DIVERSITY AND MOTIVATION
	TREZ GUILHERME, FERNANDO BINS LUCEANALYSIS OF THE RELATION BETWEEN INTERFUNCTIONALITY OF THE NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS AND MARKETING CAPABILITIES	HUENER ALEXANDRA, CHRISTIAN LÜTHJE, CHRISTOPH STOCKSTROMKNOWLEDGE BASE AND TECHNOLOGICAL IMPACT OF USER INNOVATIONS: EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE FROM THE MEDICAL DEVICES INDUSTRY	LAZOI MARIANGELA, FABRIZIO ERRICO, ANGELO CORALLO, MARCO DE MAGGIOA NETWORK BUSINESS MODEL SUPPORTING COLLABORATIVE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: EVIDENCES IN AEROSPACE INDUSTRY	VIEIRA SONIA, PETRA BADKE-SCHAUBE, ANTONIO AUGUSTO FERNANDES, TERESA FONSECAREPLACING ROUTINE: REFRAMING DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES FOR CREATIVITY AND INNOVATION	MAS RUIZ FRANCISCO JOSE, JUAN L. NICOLAU, AURORA CALDERON UNDERSTANDING THE STOCK MARKET RESPONSE AND ITS VARIANCE TO BRAND ALLIANCE ANNOUNCEMENTS IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: SPILL-OVER EFFECTS	MA ZHENG, CHIH-CHENG LIN, HSIEH-LING HSIAO, YU-LING HSIAOA STUDY ON THE IMPACT OF E-COMMERCE IN IMPROVING PERFORMANCE OF TAIWANESE SMES	CUESTAS-DIAZ PEDRO JESUS, PEDRO FENOLLAR-QUEREDA  ANTECEDENTS OF CONSUMER ADOPTION: THE MEDIATING ROLE OF CONSUMER INNOVATIVENESS	HEALY BRIAN, MICHELE O' DWYER, ANN LEDWITHPRODUCT ADVANTAGE AND NEW PRODUCT PERFORMANCE IN SMES	HUTTER KATJA, JULIA HAUTZ, JULIA MUELLER, JOHANN FUELLER, KURT MATZLERCOMMUNITITION: THE TENSION BETWEEN COMPETITION AND COLLABORATION IN COMMUNITY BASED DESIGN CONTESTS
12:00-13:15	Lunch (Economic and Business School)
13:15-14:45	Parallel sessions
	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room	Room
	Theme BKNOWLEDGE AND IT RESOURCES IN PD	Theme CPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY & PERFORMANCE	Theme DLEADERSHIP AND CREATIVITY IN PD	Theme FPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT	Theme GNETWORKS AND ALLIANCES IN PD	Theme KMARKETING, USERS AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT	Theme LENTREPRENEURSHIP AND PD	Theme MPRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IN SME	Theme NOPEN INNOVATION- PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT IN COMMUNITIES
									
	HYDER ANTONIO, JOAQUIN ALDASENGAGEMENT WITH SHOPPING WEB SITES AND THE INFLUENCE OF ONLINE SHOPPING BEHAVIOUR	MADRID GUIJARRO ANTONIA, DOMINGO GARCÍA PÉREZ DE LEMA, HOWARD VAN AUKENINNOVATION AT SPANISH MANUFACTURING SMES DURING RECESSION TIMES	WALRAVE BOB, VAN OORSCHOT, K.E. (KIM) ROMME, A.G.L. (GEORGES) AMBIDEXTERITY AND GETTING TRAPPED IN THE SUPPRESSION OF EXPLORATION: A SIMULATION MODEL	DUBIEL ANNA, OLGER ERNST, MOHAN SUBRAMANIAMINTEGRATION OF INTERNATIONAL MARKET INFORMATION IN NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT – A STAGE-SPECIFIC VIEW	SCHAEFFER VERONIQUE, GILLES LAMBERTKNOWLEDGE CREATION AND COOPERATION STRATEGIES: A LONGITUDINAL STUDY	MARTOS-PARTAL MERCEDES, NORA LADO-COUSTÉ, ESTER MARTÍNEZ-ROSTHE USE OF CLAIMS ON NEW PRODUCTS IN THE CONSUMER PACKAGED GOODS INDUSTRY	REZAEI JAFAR, ROLAND ORTT, VICTOR SCHOLTEN, PAUL TROTTA COMPARISON OF FOUR METHODOLOGIES FOR MEASURING ENTREPRENEURSHIP	PULLEN ANNEMIEN, ANNEMIEN J.J. PULLEN, AARD J. GROEN, PETRA C. DE WEERD-NEDERHOF, OLAF A.M. FISSCHERSME PRODUCT INNOVATIVENESS AND NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS FOR HIGH INNOVATION PERFORMANCE 	SLOTEGRAAF REBECCA, DOMINIK MAHR, ARIC RINDFLEISCHINNOVATION BEYOND FIRM BOUNDARIES: THE ROUTINES OF SUCCESSFUL EXTERNAL PROBLEM SOLVERS


	TANEV STOYAN, STEVE ALLEN, TONY BAILETTI, PETKO RUSKOVAN EMPRICAL STUDY OF VALUE CO-CREATION PLATFORMS: PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS, DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION PATTERNS
	PIETERSE JASPER, IBAI PEREZ ARTIEDA, AYLIN KOCA, LU YUANEXPLORE AND CLASSIFY USER GENERATED PRODUCT REVIEWS FROM THE INTERNET: A CASE STUDY	PERIN MARCELO GATTERMANN, CLÁUDIO HOFFMANN SAMPAIO, MARCIA DUTRA DE BARCELLOS, JENS OLIVER KÜGLERTHE IMPACT OF LEARNING AND MARKET ORIENTATION IN THE FIRM’S CAPACITY TO DEVELOP NEW PRODUCTS IN HIGH AND LOW INNOVATIVENESS CONTEXTS	GÖTZ ALEXANDERECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS AND THEIR IMPACT ON CTO TENURE	HERNANDEZ FERNANDEZ ASUNCION, ENRIQUE BIGNE, NATALIA VILA, INES KUSTERMARKET ORIENTATION, INNOVATION AND SUCCESS: INTERNATIONAL FIRMS VS NON INTERNATIONAL FIRMS	SMETS LYDIE, FRED LANGERAK, SERGE RIJSDIJKTHE IMPACT OF CEDING CONTROL TO THE CUSTOMER IN COLLABORATIVE NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT	COLENBRANDER WANDER, JAN BUIJS, SASKIA HARKEMAA RE-ASSESSMENT OF THE ROLE OF PACKAGING IN THE NPD PROCESS A COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO CASES IN THE DUTCH FOOD & BEVERAGES INDUSTRY	SEITZ JUERGENHOW DO INNOVATORS IN INTERNET STARTUPS HANDLE THE FUZZY FRONT END OF PRODUCT INNOVATION?	CHANG YI-YING, MATT HUGHES, SABINE HOTHO, MOHAMED BRANINEEXPLORATIVE AND EXPLOITATIVE INNOVATION, AMBIDEXTERITY, AND SMALL-TO-MEDIUM-SIZED FIRMS’ PERFORMANCE	VAN DER BORGH MICHEL, MYRIAM CLOODT, MICHEL VAN DER BORGHVALUE CREATION BY KNOWLEDGE-BASED ECOSYSTEMS:EVIDENCE FROM A CASE STUDY
		DELGADO-VERDE MIRIAM, MARTÍN-DE CASTRO GREGORIO, NAVAS-LÓPEZ JOSÉ EMILIO, CRUZ-GONZÁLEZ JORGETHE ROLE OF INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL ASSETS ON THE RADICALNESS OF INNOVATION: DIRECT AND MODERATING EFFECTS							
14:45-15:15	Coffee break (Economic and Business School)
15:15-16.15	Closing session – Economic and Business School AuditoriumBest Paper Award Closing Outlook to 2011 Conference 
16.30	Busses to Nelva Hotel
18.15	Departure from Nelva Hotel to Cartagena
19.15-20.30	Leisure activities Visit A: Roman TheatreVisit B: Tourist BoatVisit C: Concepción Castle
20.30-23.00	Gala dinnerCartagena Navy Quarter, actually Business Faculty of the Polytechnic University of Cartagena
23.00-00.00	Farewell Drinking Cartagena Harbor pub
00.00	Busses to Nelva Hotel




Conference Board:
Christer KARLSSON, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark and EIASM - Chairman 
John CHRISTIANSEN, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark 
Paul COUGHLAN, University of Dublin, Trinity College, Ireland 
Koenraad DEBACKERE, Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium 
Petra DE WEERD-NEDERHOF, University of Twente, the Netherlands
Keith GOFFIN, Cranfield School of Management, U.K. 
Abbie GRIFFIN, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, U.S.A. 
Armand HATCHUEL, Ecole des Mines de Paris, France 
Eric Jan HULTINK, Delft University of Technology, the Netherlands 
Thomas HUSTAD, Indiana University, U.S.A. 
Marco IANSITI, Harvard Business School, USA 
Alan MACCORMACK, Harvard Business School 
Conference Chair: 
José Luis MUNUERA, University of Murcia, Spain


Local Organizing Committee
Pilar CARBONELL, York University, Canada
Domingo GARCÍA, Polytechnic University of Cartagena, Spain
Francisco José MOLINA, University of Murcia, Spain
María MORENO, University of Murcia, Spain
María PEMARTÍN, University of Murcia, Spain
Ana Isabel RODRÍGUEZ, University of Valladolid, Spain



Roberto VERGANTI, Politecnico di Milano, Italy 
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